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BEST BET R7 14:11

Main Exit Black B

T: Daniella Madalinski
The Hound Says: Gets back to a track and trip
where her form has been fairly solid of late. Take
some beating with a clear run.

NEXT BEST R7 14:11

Main Exit Black B

T: Daniella Madalinski
The Hound Says: Gets back to a track and trip
where her form has been fairly solid of late. Take
some beating with a clear run.

QUADDIE

R1 LADBROKE IT! MAIDEN Maiden 350m 18:48

EPIFANIO (2) is on debut for a litter which has
already produced a number of smart early
winners, ideally drawn on the rails and has found
a suitable race to make a winning start to his
career. JUDICATION (5) has had a few chances
but run a number of placings and can threaten.
MOONSTONE BAY (6) has the speed to roll
forward early and has claims

1.
2. N/A
3.
4.
5. N/A
6.
7.
8. N/A
9. N/A

Tips

R2 THE ABBEY MOTEL INN MAIDEN Maiden 350m 19:08

No result would surprise here...MISS FREYJA (6)
has been beaten miles in her past 3 starts but
the debut placing at Casino over the short trip is
good enough to win this. BLUE MARINA (5) has
had a few chances but placed over this T/D
previously and should be strong late. NEVADA
ZULU (3) does have scope to improve and INDY
GAL (1) is well drawn

1.
2. N/A
3.
4.
5.
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A
9. N/A

Tips

R3 LADBROKES RACING CLUB 0-1 WIN Mixed 450m 19:32

TIDE IN (8) looks to have some ability, fast
beginner who who has placed in both starts over
this T/D and drawn to get clear air, the one to
beat. HOOKED ON CASH (1) was a smart maiden
winner here two back and no luck last time,
drawn to pose a threat. OUT THE WILL (2) won
nicely at Maitland last start and DAD'S DREAM (4)
must be kept safe

1.
2. N/A
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. N/A
8.
9. N/A
10. N/A

Tips

R4 LADBROKES 1-3 WIN HEAT 1 1-3 Wins H 5th Grade 350m 19:56

FRYING BONNIE (5) is knocking on the door after
a number of recent placings, this is no harder
and only needs even luck to give this a shake.
GRAND PERFECTION (1) hasn't fired in recent
weeks but gets a more favourable draw and
capable of bouncing back. GENUINE KNOCKOUT
(4) has been going well in QLD and SAMMY BY
BOY (7) can feature

1.
2.
3. N/A
4.
5.
6. N/A
7.
8.
9.
10. N/A

Tips

R5 LADBROKES 1-3 WIN HEAT 2 1-3 Wins H 5th Grade 350m 20:16

LOOKS A PICTURE (6) is a smart pup who will be
burning towards the early lead, excels over this
T/D with a 19.88pb and sure to take beating with
even luck. MADAM GAMBLER (1) was impressive
at Casino last start when winning in fast time and
drawn to pose a threat. EXPERT QUALITY (4) has
shown some early ability and TRALEE LOLA (3)
has claims

1.
2.
3. N/A
4.
5. N/A
6.
7. N/A
8. N/A
9.
10. N/A

Tips

R6 LADBROKES 1-3 WIN HEAT 3 1-3 Wins H 5th Grade 350m 20:40

BOBBY UNLEASHED (8) is a talented pup who
comes off back to back wins over this T/D, has
plenty of upside and looks a leading chance
again. ALL ON PETE (2) is knocking on the door
after recent placings and should be prominent
throughout once again. CLEO'S A CHANCE (3) has
shown early ability and can threaten. KINGSBRAE
PUMPAA (7) can improve

1.
2.
3. N/A
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9. N/A
10.

Tips
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R7 WESTLAWN FINANCE 4th/5th Grade 350m 21:04

FOUR BARRYS (8) was completely dominant in
the same grade here last start when winning in a
career fastest 19.82, sets up identically again
tonight and is clearly the one to beat. DOUBLE
THE CASH (7) excels over this T/D and did enough
first up in open grade, can threaten. TINY BARCIA
(1) has the speed to use the rails draw and is
racing well

1.
2.
3.
4.
5. N/A
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R8 PHIL MCLENNAN EARTHMOVING 5th Grade 350m 21:24

BOLD GAMBLER (2) is a smart pup who has won
7 from 12 so far, drawn to get clear air and use
his speed to take plenty of beating tonight.
IDENTITY UNKNOWN (8) hasn't fired in her past
couple but well placed back in grade now and
should give this a shake. SIMPLY EXPRESS (6) is a
talented youngster with a mix of speed and
strength, can threaten

1.
2.
3.
4. N/A
5.
6. N/A
7.
8.

Tips

R9 KEN CASSON MOTORS MASTERS M2/M3 350m 21:48

WHO'S A PICTURE (1) is a consistent performer
who maintains a solid record over this T/D,
ideally drawn on the rails to give this a shake.
DARK FATE (4) comes through a number of
strong races in recent weeks and must be
respected. MUNDY VALLEY (2) will appreciate
dropping back sharply in grade and UNDIVIDED
(6) looks a solid each way chance again

1.
2.
3.
4.
5. N/A
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Tips

R10 FAIR DINKUM BUILDS CV SHEDS 5th Grade 450m 22:08

Expert comment currently not avaiable 1.
2.
4.
5.
7.
8.
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